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ABSTRACT
Radiopharmaceuticals have been majorly used in ages for the diagnostic agent and therapeutic
agents .Recent years enormous efforts have been made to formulate holistic formulation for the
therapeutic effect of Radiopharmaceuticals .Due to its versatile applications in cancer ,
Theraspheres -which are glass beads microparticals containing yttrium 90 isotope as a therapeutic
agents for Osteosarcoma and its liposomes containing yttrium 90 for the treatment of throat and
neck cancer have been formulated .These new formulations have added a new dimension in the
field of Research and Development .This review explains need of Radiopharmaceuticals ,their
advantages over conventional drug delivery systems and there different application in
pharmaceutical fields .
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Radiopharmaceutical used as therapeutic agents (frequently known as RPTs) are designed
to deliver high doses of radiation to selected malignant sites in target organs or tissues, while
minimizing the radiation doses to surrounding healthy cells. Over the past several years, several
types of RPTs with special properties, including compounds for labelling monoclonal antibodies,
have been used in animal and human clinical trials with promising results. Many radiolabeled
particles, microspheres and liposomes are appropriate for therapy, once the encapsulated
diagnostic radioisotope has been exchanged for therapeutic one from the α- or β- emitter group.
The modern trend in radiopharmaceutical research for oncology is development of RPTs that may
be said to be tumour – seeking and tumour specific. In therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals
application – unlike the case of external radiation therapy where the radiation from an external
sealed radioactive sources is focused on the site to be irradiated- the product is administered to
patient orally or intravenously and is selectively taken up or localized in the site to be irradiated.
External beam radiation requires about ten treatments over a period of 30 days to deliver a dose of
2000 to 2500 radicals (rads). In contrast, therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals safely delivers an
average dose of 15000 rads in single treatment with minimal damage to healthy surrounding
tissues. Currently this novel approach is finding success in fighting different cancers viz. liver,
head and neck cancer, spleen cancer etc.
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2.
ADVANTAGES
PHARMACEUTICALS

OF

THERAPEUTIC

produced in nuclear research reactors, facilitating their
availability. Radionuclides emitting beta particles are widely
used. They include phosphorus-32, strontium-89, and iodine131, which might be considered the “first generation” of
therapeutic radionuclides. Among the “second generation” of
beta emitting RPTs are samarium-153, rhenium-186, copper-67,
and holmium-166.

RADIO-

After administration these radiopharmaceuticals get
entrapped in the web of small blood vessels feeding a tumour
and thus deliver the required concentration of radioactivity at the
target site. The radioactivity is never released from the carrier
and acts from within. The effective treatment range is up to
90µm for alpha emitters, for beta emitters the range is not more
than 12mm and for gamma emitters the range is up to several
centimetres. Withdrawal problems are not there in case of
biodegradable carrier system.

4.3 Gamma Emitters
Gamma radiation exhibits low values of linear energy
transfer, as it penetrates relatively deeply, on the order of several
centimetres, and does not deposit much energy along its track.
Consequently, pure gamma-emitting radionuclides usually are
not used for therapeutic purposes.

3.
CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF SUITABLE
RADIONUCLIDES
For therapeutic purposes, the selection of a suitable
radionuclide for specific application takes into account a number
of factors. These include the physical characteristics of
radionuclide itself, mainly the type and energy of the radiation
emitted and the radionuclide’s half-life, exact location of the
target area to be treated and Absorption, Distribution,
Metabolism and Excretion of Radiopharmaceuticals can be
followed by scintigraphy. The rationale or strategy in RPT is to
deposit the greatest amount of energy in the shortest time to the
malignant target cells, while sparing the healthy one from
unwanted radiation. The deposition of energy is measured by
what is known as Linear Energy Transfer (LET), which is
different for alpha, beta, or gamma radiation.

5.
THERAPEUTIC RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL FOR
CANCER TREATMENT
Over the past considerable interest has emerged in the
use of radiopharmaceuticals to relieve intense bone pain
resulting from metastasis from breast, prostate, and lung cancer.
Their application has been demonstrated in clinical practice, and
a number of governmental and commercial laboratories are
actively engaged in the development and clinical evaluation of
RPTs for treatment of patients with painful skeletal metastasis.
The most appropriate radionuclides for bone therapy are those
decaying by emission of medium energy beta particles. Beta
particles of energy between 1 to 2 MeV have been shown to be
effective since they are able to penetrate only required few
millimetres of the malignant tissue without compromising the
bone marrow too much, a consideration of paramount
importance when designing new RPT for bone therapy. Besides
phosphorus-32 and strontium-89, a number of radionuclides are
rapidly drawing interest for bone cancer therapy. These include
samarium-153, rhenium-186, and to a lesser extent holmium-166
and dysprosium-165.

4. TYPES AND PROPERTIES OF RADIATIONS
4.1 Alpha Emitters
Among alpha-particles emitters, only two radionuclides
have been considered and studied as potential therapeutic agents:
astatine-211 and bismuth-212. Largely because of the extremely
high radio toxicity and short half-lives of alpha emitting RPTs, a
good deal of laboratory research still is needed to develop them
for medical therapy uses.

6. RECENT ADVANCEMENT
RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS

IN

THERAPEUTIC

4.2 Beta Emitters

6.1 Therasphere

Radionuclides that emit beta particles, are the only ones
that have been used in therapeutic nuclear medicine. This is due
to various reasons. Beta particles have penetration ranges in the
tissue on the order of millimetres to a few centimetres,
appropriate depths for the irradiation of small to medium sized
tumours. Secondly, some of the most promising beta- emitting
radionuclides have desirable half-lives, varying from several
hours to days. Lastly, many of these radionuclides are easily

Therasphere is a liver cancer therapy that consist of
millions of small glass microsphere (20 to 30 micrometres in
diameter) containing radioactive Y-90. The product is injected
by physician into the artery of the patient’s liver through a
catheter, which allows the treatment to be delivered directly to
the tumour via blood flow. Therasphere is used in the European
Union and in Canada for the treatment of hepatic positioned
arterial catheters. Common side effects include mild to moderate
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2.

fatigue, pain and nausea for about a week. Physician describe
these symptoms as similar to those of the flu. Some patients
experience some loss of appetite and temporary changes in
several blood tests.
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therapy. As an alternative therapy, functionalized nanomaterial’s
allow their accumulation in tumour tissues due to their unique
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radionuclides.
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External beam radiation requires about ten treatments
over a period of 30 days to deliver a dose of 2000 to 2500 rads.
In contrast, therapeutic radiopharmaceuticals safely deliver an
average dose of 15000 rads in single treatment with minimal
damage to healthy surrounding tissues. Therapeutic
radiopharmaceutical are very stable and have a proven efficacy
in the field of treatment of diseases especially cancer. These
therapeutic radiopharmaceutical serve as one of the future
materials in the battle against cancer and tumours.
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